
Financial Analytics

MEASURE
WHAT MATTERS
The amount of time it takes for the business to gather and compile data that exists in multiple 

sources can make what was once “new” information stale and out-of-date. People within an 

organization need clear and easy visibility to the state of their business. But the reality is, they are 

basing decisions off of data that is unreliable, incorrect, or old. Without a real-time analytics 

environment that is connected to source data, people are stuck reacting to outdated information 

instead of being proactive strategists. 

Real-time, Relevant, Powerful Financial Analytics
Hubble connects data from every facet of your organization to your ERP for personalized dashboards and 

visuals. Hubble innately understands the intelligence and structure of your ERP—the center of all your financials. 

This real-time connection to the ERP ensures that you have all the data you need at all levels of the organization. 

Because of this, it’s easy to clearly and concisely show the state of the business anywhere, anytime. 

With complete, real-time results, you no longer have to troll through data to understand what’s happening in 

the business. It’s easy to go from powerful key performance indicators to the transactions that support them 

in real-time. Everyone feels confident in what they are seeing, which drives immediate results.

Measure performance 
with vivid dashboards
Real-time dashboards are 
personalized so users can 
discover beautiful, timely, 
relevant insights.
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Easily integrate all your 
financials
The power to integrate all your 
financials together in real-time, 
regardless of the volume of 
data or number of systems.

Immediately actionable
Anytime, anywhere access 
to your personal and 
business analytics on the go.



Hubble Financial Analytics

KPIs & Scorecards – Go above the noise to quickly 
and easily see what’s happening in the business 
with visual markers of success.  Drill down when 
you need to.

Dashboards – Flexible, user-driven dashboards 
that combine images, tabular views and stunning 
visualizations.

Collaboration – Add context to your data with 
discussions. It’s all searchable and provides a place 
to connect industry expertise to the results.

Alerts – Monitor critical information and be 
notified when something you care about happens, 
like budgets exceeding actuals, so you can focus on 
goals. Focus on the business to stay proactive, 
rather than reactive. 

Approvals – Create a workflow of who needs to 
see information, and when, so you can stop 
chasing emails. See where everything is in the 
process at any time, and automatically notify users 
when their action is needed.

Features

Mobile – At your desk or on a tablet, easy access to 
information that you need to make critical decisions 
whenever you need it.

Real-time ERP Integration – A real-time connection 
to your data means decisions are based on today’s 
information. Tight integration to the ERP makes the 
product quick to implement and end user friendly.

Extreme Performance – Breathtaking performance 
for big data challenges and multiple data sources. 

Drill Down – Get confidence back in your numbers. 
See the big picture but dive down to the transactional 
details if needed.

Integration – Supplement ERP data centrally and 
eliminate disparate systems used for reporting, 
analytics and planning to maximize efficiency and 
eliminate wasteful spending.

“As a company that prides itself on high 
performance, we knew we couldn’t come out 

on top using spreadsheets. Hubble really 
knocks it out—their approach to

 performance management is 
transformational.”

– Danny Bazan, Zuffa

Areas like Sales, HR, Marketing, Supply Chain, and more 
can access their own relevant dashboards for quick 
insight into information that’s relevant to them.

READY TO CALL THE SHOTS? 

Visit gohubble.com for more information or call US +1-855-467-4448 UK +44 (0)845-467-4448.

Contact us for a live demo today!


